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TECHNOKIDS PRICE LIST 
PRODUCT TITLE PRODUCT # DESCRIPTION PRICE 

COLLECTIONS 

TechnoKids Complete TKCOMPLETEPKG Every TechnoKids project – more than 40 in all! $699 

Primary Collection PRI-COLL Ready-to-go technology projects for Grades 1-3.  $199 

Junior Collection JNR-COLL Integrate digital literacy with Grades 3-6. $329 

Intermediate Collection INT-COLL Develop ICT and STEM skills in Grades 6-9.  $329 

Senior Collection SNR-COLL Master advanced skills with Grades 8-12. $199 

PRIMARY TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS  

TechnoBookmaking PRI-BOOKMAKING Publish a collection of books using templates. $49 

TechnoFit PRI-FIT Design a food guide, fitness poster, and more! $49 

TechnoGallery PRI-GALLERY Explore digital art tools to create original designs.  $49 

TechnoMe PRI-ME Create an All About Me slideshow. $49 

TechnoPainter PRI-PAINTER Draw original artwork with digital tools. $49 

TechnoStart PRI-START Learn computer fundamentals and routines.  $49 

TechnoStories PRI-STORIES Write and illustrate stories using templates. $49 

TechnoTales PRI-TALES Code a digital story to animate a hero on a quest.  $49 

TechnoWhiz PRI-WHIZ Build scripts to design animations and games. $49 

JUNIOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS  

TechnoArcade JNR-ARCADE Become a game developer with Scratch. $49 

TechnoCandy JNR-CANDY Enhance problem solving using spreadsheets. $49 

TechnoEditor JNR-EDITOR Master text, picture, and page layout techniques. $49 

TechnoInternet JNR-INTERNET Develop search strategies and digital citizenship. $49 

TechnoJournal JNR-JOURNAL Write and share reflective journal entries. $49 

TechnoPresenter JNR-PRESENTER Present research findings using a slide show.  $49 

TechnoRace JNR-Race Code a racing game with treasure and obstacles. $49 

TechnoResearch JNR-RESEARCH Boost essential online research skills.  $49 

TechnoSales JNR-SALES Plan a bake sales fund raiser using data analysis. $49 

TechnoSite JNR-SITE Construct a website with fun links for kids. $49 

TechnoTimeline JNR-TIMELINE Explain historical events in a graphic organizer. $49 

TechnoToon JNR-TOON Create a graphic story that looks like a cartoon. $49 

TechnoTrivia JNR-TRIVIA Invent a fun trivia game to share with peers. $49 

TechnoTurtle JNR-TURTLE Program using Python and the Turtle library.  $49 
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INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS  

TechnoBiography INT-BIOGRAPHY Compose a biography with a media gallery. $49 

TechnoBot AI INT-BOT Program inventions using AI to solve problems. $49 

TechnoBudget INT-BUDGET Learn essential money management skills. $49 

TechnoCode INT-CODE Build games, puzzles, mazes, art, and more. $49 

TechnoDebate INT-DEBATE Collaborate with a partner to debate an issue.  $49 

TechnoEarth INT-EARTH Design an interactive infographic. $49 

TechnoEnvironment INT-ENVIRONMENT Create publications to raise awareness. $49 

TechnoFuture INT-FUTURE Coming soon! $49 

TechnoHTML INT-HTML5 Build a web page with HTML and CSS. $49 

TechnoMap INT-MAP Create an interactive map. $49 

TechnoNewsletter INT-NEWSLETTER Produce a fan club newsletter.  $49 

TechnoPython INT-PYTHON Create a series of games using Python.  $49 

TechnoQuestionnaire INT-QUESTIONNAIRE Build a survey and interpret results. $49 

TechnoRestaurateur INT-RESTAURATEUR Propose and plan a restaurant concept.  $49 

TechnoTravel INT-TRAVEL Promote a weekend getaway with a travel ad. $49 

SENIOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS  

TechnoAd SNR-AD Analyze data to create a video ad that targets consumers. $49 

TechnoAdvertise SNR-ADVERTISE Produce publications for an ad agency. $49 

TechnoAnimate SNR-ANIMATE Create a one-of-a-kind animated space story. $49 

TechnoInvestor SNR-INVESTOR Track investments in a stock market simulation. $49 

TechnoMission SNR-MISSION Construct database tables, forms, and reports. $49 

TechnoPhotoshop SNR-PHOTOSHOP Make a digital scrapbook and learn photo editing.  $49 

TechnoPlanner SNR-PLANNER Develop database skills as an event planner. $49 

TechnoSpecialist SNR-SPECIALIST Design an information package as an IT Specialist.  $49 

TechnoWonderland SNR-WONDERLAND Promote an amusement park. $49 
 

 

 


